English

Visitors

Science
Please continue to encourage
We will spend a day taking part in an
This term we are learning about Forces and Magnets. We
your child to get into good
Anglo-Saxon workshop where we will learn
habits with their reading.
will observe how magnets attract and repel and carry out
more about Saxon life, society and
We will begin this term by
some experiments to identify some magnetic materials.
weaponry!
looking at narrative writing
Later in the term we will learn about friction and compare
by reading ‘How to train
how objects move on different surfaces.
Art/DT
your dragon’. The children
We will learn how shading can be used to create
will then be studying
mood and feeling. We will have a go at creating
information texts by creating
paintings that express our emotions. Later in the
their own informative poster.
term, we will design, create and evaluate a
Throughout the term, we will
moving model.
be practising discussing our
views about books and
PSHE
others texts and the children
We will be considering how to face new
will be learning to share their
challenges and pressures. We will also learn
ideas and justify their
how to keep safe outside of school.
opinions.
In guided reading will be
getting to grips with the
Music
author’s use of language and
Maths
History and Geography
This term we are continuing to
illustration for effect in ‘The
We will be working hard to
This term we will be learning
learn to play a variety of tunes
Promise. We will be
improve our skills in
about the Anglo Saxons. We
as part of the Listen2Me
developing our decoding,
perimeter
and
area
of
will
explore
why
the
Saxons
programme.
inference and comprehension
shapes.
invaded
and
where
they
skills
as we read through the
French
We will also be practising
settled. Next, we will discover
book.
RE
In French we will be learning the

Conifer Class
Spring term
2018

Anglo Saxons

numbers 10-100 and will be
talking about our likes and
dislikes.

PE
This term we are learning to play
Netball and creating dance
routines.

what Saxon life was like and
find out about the justice
system.

Later in the term we will learn
about settlements and what
the parts of land were used for.

working with time and
money.
Please ensure that your
child is practising their
KIRFS (Key Instant Recall
Facts) and times tables
regularly.

We will be learning about the
value of myths. We will also
consider the importance of law.

Computing
This term the children will be
thinking about internet safety
and learning to use spreadsheets.

